It’s the lighting round Frostburners!

We need you, right now. No, right now! To help Frostburn. We have multiple effigy and ticket
art submissions, we need unbiased community members to select which designs will be used
for Frostburn 2015.
We are collecting names until Wednesday (12/17) at 11:59PM
From there we will select 6 names from list, it will be random and blindly done and with much
excitement (I’m extremely excited) The selected 6 will be randomly divided into 2 committees
to selected either the effigy or the laminated ticketing art.
How will it randomly and blindly be done you ask?! This way!
To put your name into the hat, send email to teppy@egenesis.com along with a "magic" 3digit number (you
get to make that 3digit number up yourself!). The names will be chosen by a fancy algorithm that
guarantees a random unbiased selection of evaluators.
Fancy algorithm: All N email addresses of candidates will be alphabetized. The magic numbers will be
added together to get a number M. Pick the (M mod N)th email address as the first evaluator. Remove that
person from the list and run the algorithm again picking the (M mod (N1))th person as the second
moderator, and again picking the (M mod (N2))th person as the third.

From there! The selected parties will be contacted, their desire to help confirmed and then put
in touch with each other with the potential submissions handed over for review and
discussion.
We are announcing the effigy and ticket art winners this Sunday (12/21/2014) that means that
if you are selected to help you need to be able to review the information, participate (via
phone or email) in a discussion about the submissions and then vote between Wednesday
morning and Sunday morning. Can you do it? (YES YOU CAN!)

Do you already know about an effigy submission, maybe your are potentially helping build it or
are somehow affiliated with the build crew? We love you, but you’re disqualified. We need
the unattached, unbiased, keen eyed Frostburner for this task. This is me trusting you to be
honest with us and yourself about your affiliation.

Share the warth!
The Frostburn Crew
www.frostburn.org

